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A Modest Proposal
Commentary Magazine, October 2007Setting the Stage

Commentary on a book by Wendy Shalit: Girls 
Gone Mild: Young Women Reclaim Self-Respect 
and Find It’s Not Bad to Be Good

By Sam Shulman

Wendy Shalit’s charming, moving, 
sometimes heartbreaking new book 
has dispiriting news for men over forty: 

now is an even better time to be a male adolescent 
on the hunt than when we were boys. It seems that 
the word “no”—the sound of which became familiar 
in response to our own adolescent importunities—
has dropped out of the female 
vocabulary. Today’s girls have 
become so inured that, simply to 
be agreeable, they willingly yield 
to boys’ demands without feeling 
the least desire themselves.

What is more, according to 
Shalit, the institutions that 
formerly supported girls in their 
hesitations and demurrals have 
now, to a greater or lesser degree, 
abandoned them. For girls still 
“on the fence” about sex, the 
family, the schools, the mass 
media—even the feminists—too 
often conspire to push them off. 
As Shalit tells it, describing the 
case study of a fifteen-year-old 
whose boyfriend is pressuring 
her for sex:

Everyone—the pediatrician, the school nurse, the 
girl’s therapist—is encouraging her to use  birth 
control. Her mother is looking for a doctor who will 
recommend abstaining from sexual activity, but she 
can’t find one. She keeps hearing, “The kids are all 
doing it anyway; you’ll be saving her life.” Today it is 
nearly impossible to find a medical professional who 
cares enough to ask a girl, “Why do you want to go 

on birth control?” Or to take the time to point out, 
“If he’s pressuring you for sex, he probably doesn’t 
love you.”

The consequences of this sexual complaisance are, 
for girls, dismal—as Shalit copiously documents in 
a book based both on extensive interviews and on 
a thorough familiarity with the literature. Thanks 
to their encounters with boys, sexually active 
(i.e., promiscuous) girls are more likely than their 
virtuous peers to suffer from depression, to cut or 
otherwise mutilate themselves, to attempt suicide, 

to become victims of bullying, 
or to become bullies themselves. 
There is among girls a measurable 
falling-off of self-esteem, of self-
assertion, and of happiness.

These are well-established facts, 
and surely they had something to 
do with the gradual and salutary 
drop-off in teenage sexual activity 
and pregnancy rates in the 1990’s: 
the emotional price was just too 
high. But as has recently been 
reported, the decline appears now 
to have halted, for reasons no one 
can specify. Shalit’s own answer 
would appear to be that, for many 
girls, culture is still a stronger 
determinant of behavior than 
either reason or instinct.

At some point, she suggests, it was “decided” that 
the natural tendency of young women to become 
emotionally attached to their sexual partners was a 
pathology that had to be overcome. Enter the “bad 
girl” phenomenon, a logical extension of the feminist 
notion that girls are exactly the same as boys in all 
things, including in all things sexual. The bad girl—
glorified, for example, in the commercial video 
franchise Girls Gone Wild as a hard-drinking, hard-
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partying, aggressively and vulgarly sexy exhibitionist 
with no constraints on her behavior—enjoys all the 
privileges and prerogatives of young men.

Or at least that is the fantasy. In real life, 
unfortunately, she has little or none of that other 
male sexual quality: cold-bloodedness. The result 
has been a steady decrease in female freedom, 
female self-respect, and female individuality—and a 
steady increase in female misery.

*****

And the good news? Shalit’s evangel is that, 
spontaneously, many girls are beginning to resist—
rediscovering the virtues of self-assertion by rejecting 
the expectations of others to be “people-pleasing bad 
girls.” She introduces us to dozens of representative 
“girls gone mild” who have not only decided to dress 
and act more modestly themselves but have actively 
pressured department 
stores and mail-order 
businesses to offer less 
vulgar fashions  for 
younger teens and 
lobbied schools to stop 
recommending overtly 
sexualized books to their 
students.

She is also confident 
that these girls speak for 
many more, and she rests 
that confidence not only in the proven example of 
her own subjects but in the power of the unleashed 
female instinct, even in the face of parental denial, 
indifference, or disapproval. Shalit quotes one of her 
correspondents:

I told my mom, you know, “I’m really proud of 
myself,” and she was like, “What?” I said I’m proud 
of myself for getting through at least, like, most of 
high school, and like staying clean you know, like, 
without any moral scars and things like that . . . and 
she was like, “Yeah, I know.” She totally blew it off 
but it’s really the most important thing.

*****

This is a telling anecdote, for more than one 
reason. Most of us, having been teenage children 
ourselves, can easily believe that teenage children 
are capable of any sort of self-degradation. The 
“bad-girl” phenomenon, taken on its own, is thus 
understandable enough. Nor is it something new 
on the sexual scene—bad girls ye shall always 
have with you. But if it has assumed proportions 
today that were once unthinkable, that is because 
it is backed not only by the entertainment media 
but by legions of parents, teachers, librarians, 
psychologists, magazine editors, toy companies, 
editorialists, and other professional kibitzers, all of 
whom have become complicit in the degradation 
Shalit describes.

Shalit’s villains—like the figure of Satan in Paradise 
Lost, they are, in truth, among the more fascinating 
characters in her drama—are almost always figures 
of authority, people who have a claim to superiority 

by virtue of their age, 
their role as parents, 
or their professional 
status. They include 
the male professor who 
suggests that a female 
student “dress more 
provocatively,” the 
upper-middle-class do-
gooders at NOW who 
refuse to condemn Girls 
Gone Wild, the middle-

school teacher who encourages her girls to prepare 
simulated lap-dances for student recitals, “mothers 
defend[ing] see-through shirts, fathers rally[ing] 
for cleavage during the school day, and Catholic 
schoolteachers advocat[ing] for miniskirts.”

In Shalit’s re-creation, the vulgar sexualization 
against which her heroines struggle is thus in most 
cases something imposed on them not so much by 
their peers as by adults, in an act of imperialism de 
haut en bas. It is the authorities who have gone wild, 
and the young who suffer.

Frequently, black girls are the ones who suffer the 
most. In the words of Rashida Jolley, an African-

“Many girls are beginning to 
resist—rediscovering the virtues 
of self-assertion by rejecting 
the expectations of others to be 
“people-pleasing bad girls.”
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American activist cited by Shalit:

People like to stereotype African-Americans as 
animalistic or whatever, and . . . say we don’t have 
control over ourselves. . . . Those same individuals . . 
. make an assumption that we are just going to have 
sex anyway, and we aren’t capable of anything else.

There is also a perverse form of class snobbery at 
work. The particular expressions of female sexuality 
permitted or encouraged share a style for which the 
collective term is trash. Tobacco Road has come 
to Main Street, Park Avenue, and Sheridan Road. 
And this is an enormous innovation. For centuries, 
when it came to dress, family habits, tastes in art 
and culture, or educational ideals, children were 
urged by their parents to act like gentlemen and 
ladies. In pre-World War II movies, plucky typists 
played by Irene Dunn, Greer Garson, or Bette Davis 
carefully ironed their fluttery blouse collars so as to 
become the social equals of their bosses and avoid 
being high-hatted by their prospective mothers-
in-law. Even a sluttish Joan Blondell in Three on a 
Match could be a lady and marry Warren Williams; 
she did not need a Swiss finishing school for the 
purpose, just an ironing board.

Ten years ago, Elizabeth Wurtzel, in a now-forgotten 
book, proposed a replacement for these antique 
ideals: the Long Island “bitch” Amy Fisher, who at 
the age of seventeen attempted to murder her older 
boyfriend’s wife, wielding a different kind of iron 

for the purpose. On a less lurid scale, parents have 
freed girls from expectations of lady-like behavior 
by giving them “Bratz” dolls for their tea parties and 
inventing the affectionate term “prostitots” for their 
little darlings.

Why? Shalit describes the process in horrifying 
detail, but does not ask what has driven it. Her young 
heroines, standing up to the demands of conformity 
and vulgarization, are indubitably courageous, 
and wise beyond their years. Still, the question 
remains: after generations of feminist lectures on 
female empowerment, after study upon study of the 
disempowering damage done to women by their 
so-called sexual liberation, why do the “sisters” still 
turn away in disdain from this mini-movement for 
“mildness”?

Shalit’s book has been attacked by one feminist 
critic for suggesting that the sex act “should have 
an everlasting warranty of love attached to it.” To 
the contrary, writes Nona Willis-Aronowitz in 
the Nation, all girls should realize that sex

is the ultimate risk, a risk that makes human 
relationships complicated, intoxicating, and 
wonderful. It is a risk that women are finally allowed 
to take without being chastised for it.

Or, as Shalit herself quotes a feminist lawyer barking: 
“I am very suspicious of telling girls they need to be 
morally good—that’s sexism right there!”

 ▶ Is sexuality empowering or degrading?

 ▶ Do you agree that American society has become more 
sexual?  Where do you see it come up?Questions 

to Consider?
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The Myth of HappinessENGAGING THE TEXT

Orthodox Judaism seems to have so many laws about sexuality, modesty, and dress, that you sometimes 
wonder whether we are nearly as bad as the strict Muslims who force women to wear Burkas from head to 
toe. Are our Torah laws on sexuality old and antiquated? Do they work? Do people who follow these laws 
lead happy and productive lives? Can we still live happy and accomplished lives if we follow the sexual 
guidelines of the Bible written over 3000 years ago?

Let’s begin by reading a piece of an article written by Eberstadt, a research fellow at the Hoover Institution 
and a consulting editor to Policy Review, and author of a new book, “Adam and Eve After the Pill: 
Paradoxes of the Sexual Revolution.”

Adam and Eve After the Pill: Paradoxes of the Sexual Revolution
This brings us to Myth No. 4, which is perhaps the most interesting one of all: The 
sexual revolution has made women happier.
Granted, happiness is a personal, imponderable thing. But if the sexual revolution 
has really made women as happy as feminists say, a few elementary questions beg 
to be answered.
Why do the pages of our tonier magazines brim with mournful titles like “The 
Case for Settling” and “The End of Men”? Why do websites run by and for women 
focus so much on men who won’t grow up, and ooze such despair about relations 
between the sexes?
Why do so many accomplished women simply give up these days and decide to have 
children on their own, sometimes using anonymous sperm donors, thus creating 
the world’s first purposely fatherless children? What of the fact, widely reported 
earlier this week, that 26% of American women are on some kind of mental-health 
medication for anxiety and depression and related problems?
Or how about what is known in sociology as “the paradox of declining female 
happiness”? Using 35 years of data from the General Social Survey, two Wharton 
School economists, Betsey Stevenson and Justin Wolfers, made the case in 2009 
that women’s happiness appeared to be declining over time despite their advances 
in the work force and education.
The authors noted that women (and men) showed declining happiness during the 
years studied. Though they were careful not to draw conclusions from their data, 
is it not reasonable to think that at least some of that discontent comes from the 
feeling that the grass is greener elsewhere—a feeling made plausible by the sexual 
revolution?
However one looks at the situation, it seems difficult to argue that the results of the 
revolution have been a slam-dunk for happiness.
It is always hard to disentangle the weeds from the plants in such a large field. But if 
the sexual revolution has made women so happy, we can at least ask what it would 
look like for them to be unhappy. A broader inquiry might yield some results worth 
thinking about, in contrast to the shortsighted political theatrics over a supposed 
“war on women.”
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The Torah’s ApproachENGAGING THE TEXT

Without getting in to great detail, this is an example of the Torah commandment for husband and wife to 
separate from sexual activity during and just after the wife’s monthly period.

A sample google search for the words “happiness” “sexual freedom” or “teenage sexuality” would certainly 
bring up many interesting results on the world wide web, but when we see articles like this, which was at 
the top of the list of a search for “sexual revolution,” we have to start wondering whether all of the sexual 
freedoms that we have today are making us any happier, and whether they are actually “working” as a 
way of life.

ויקרא טו:כח
ואם טהרה מזובה, וספרה לה שבעת ימים, ואחר תטהר.

Leviticus 15:28
And if she becomes clean of her discharge, she shall count for herself seven days, 
and after this, she may be cleansed.

 ▶ Is the “sexual freedom” in America today actually helping to 
make us any happier?

 ▶ Have you ever heard of this?

 ▶ Do you think any Jews in 2012 are still doing this? If so, are 
they happily married?

 ▶ Why do you think G-d wants us to do this? Is it a sin to have 
a period?

Questions 
to Consider

Questions 
to Consider

?

?
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The Laws of ModestyENGAGING THE TEXT

The Code of Jewish Law: Even HaEzer 115:4
What is the way of Jewish Law? It is the way of modesty that Jewish daughters have 
accustomed themselves to follow. These are the things that if she does them she has 
gone against the ways of Jewish Law: If a married woman goes out to the market 
place or to an open alley or a courtyard where the public is found and her hair is 
uncovered and she is not wearing the typical head covering that Jewish women 
wear… or she knits in the streets and shows her arms to people…”

שלחן ערוך אבן העזר קטו:ד
 איזו היא דת יהודית היא מנהג הצניעות שנהגו בנות ישראל

  ואלו הם הדברים שאם עשתה אחת מהם עברה על דת יהודית:
  יוצאת לשוק או למבוי מפולש או בחצר שהרבים בוקעים בו וראשה פרוע

ואין עליה רדיד ככל הנשים... או שטווה בשוק ומראה זרועותיה לבני אדם...

These words were written several hundred years ago and modes of dress have changed so much that the 
rules have been re-stated (not changed) in order to adhere to the Jewish Orthodox ways of today. You are 
probably at least familiar with some of these guidelines - they include laws like: skirts to the knees, sleeves 
until the elbow, no plunging necklines, no tightly fitted clothing etc.

Let’s take a look at one more area of Jewish laws on sexuality and then try to head towards some kind of 
understanding of the entire topic.

Let’s take a quick look at the Code of Jewish Law to see some of its guidelines on proper attire for a Jewish 
woman, and try to attain a deeper understanding of these laws and the reasoning behind them.

 ▶ What’s up with these guidelines?

 ▶ Why can’t I dress the way I want?

 ▶ Why aren’t there a whole lot of laws written about how 
men should dress?

 ▶ Where is the religious freedom?

Questions 
to Consider?
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We cannot elaborate here on the laws of Yichud, because a true in depth study of these laws would literally 
take us months. But suffice it to say that the Torah prescribes the laws of Yichud that ask us to be careful 
about whom we seclude ourselves with, and under what circumstances, because being alone with the 
wrong person at the wrong time can lead to sexual impropriety.

 ▶ Have you ever heard of the laws of Yichud? Do they make 
sense to you?

 ▶ Do these laws still apply, and are Jews still following them 
today?

 ▶ Are the laws effective in preventing sexual impropriety?

 ▶ What about religious freedom?

Questions 
to Consider?

The Code of Jewish Law: Even HaEzer 22:1
It is forbidden for a man to be alone with any one of those women to whom he is 
prohibited whether she be old or young because this matter causes improper sexual 
behavior - with the exception of cases like a mother with her son, and a father with 
his daughter, and a husband with his wife who is having her monthly period…

The Laws of YichudENGAGING THE TEXT

שלחן ערוך אבן העזר כב:א  
 אסור להתייחד עם ערוה מהעריות בין זקנה בין ילדה

שדבר זה גורם לגלות ערוה חוץ מהאם עם בנה והאב עם בתו והבעל עם אשתו נדה...

The Spirit Behind the LawsENGAGING THE TEXT

We have posed some very tough questions and it is time to start attempting to answer them.

ויקרא יט:ב
דבר אל כל עדת בני ישראל, ואמרת אלהם: קדשים תהיו, כי קדוש אני ה׳ אלקיכם.
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We are commanded to “be holy,” but what does it mean to be holy?

Perhaps we can find the answer in the concept of “Kiddushin,” which comes from the word “kadosh,” 
meaning “holy.” Kiddushin is the word used by the Talmud to refer to the ceremony which consummates 
a marriage. So it seems that marriage is inherently intertwined with the concept of holiness: Man and 
woman are expected to be holy as they marry, as if they are stepping in to some kind of mission that is 
sanctified.

Marriage truly is a holy mission, and it is a cornerstone of our lives. As a matter of fact, marriage is the 
first command given to Adam and Eve when they left the Garden of Eden! 

Leviticus 19:2
G-d said to Moses: Speak to the entire congregation of the children of Israel, and say 
to them, You shall be holy, for I, the Lord, your G-d, am holy.

Genesis 1:28
G-d blessed them [Adam and Eve], and G-d said to them: “Be fruitful and multiply 
and fill the earth and subdue it, and rule over the fish of the sea and over the fowl of 
the sky and over all the beasts that tread upon the earth.”  

בראשית א:כח
 ויברך אתם אלקים, ויאמר להם אלקים: פרו ורבו ומלאו את הארץ וכבשה

ורדו בדגת הים ובעוף השמים ובכל חיה הרמשת על הארץ.

But here is the crux of the matter! Listen up and concentrate well! We are not squirrels and rabbits! We are 
on a sanctified mission to raise proper children and that will only happen when the man and woman make 
a very serious commitment to each other to lead sanctified missions with a focus on our first command 
which is to raise good Jewish children. This can only happen when the man and woman commit to making 
the raising of their good Jewish children the prime focus of their life and as they remain forever committed 
faithfully to each other to be perfect loving role models for the raising of those children.

Answering Some QuestionsLET’S WRAP THIS UP

Now let’s focus on how some of our questions may begin to be answered.

Firstly, when a woman separates from her loving husband for several days each month and then reunites 
with him afterwards, the couple experience a miniature honeymoon - as the saying goes, “Absence makes 
the heart grow fonder!” Furthermore, our Brilliant Creator who wrote the Bible and commanded us with 
all of these laws, worked it out that this night of reuniting is at that time of the month when the woman will 
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ovulate, making it opportune for the young couple to be blessed with children! (How large is your typical 
Jewish Orthodox family? Yes, some people are still keeping these laws!)

Secondly, the Jewish laws of modesty were brilliantly written by the Creator who knows His male subjects, 
and He knows how quickly they can become turned on by viewing the beauty of their neighbor’s wife, and 
so He instructed the females to help the men with their wandering eyes by dressing modestly in front of 
these men so as not to entice them to lose focus of their mission and their commitment to that beautiful 
woman whom they married. Hence the laws of tznius and covering up.

[So why didn’t G-d command that all Jewish women wear burkas? Because G-d wanted to make sure that 
men could still connect to the beautiful spiritual essence of a Jewish woman, which is reflected in her face. 
This concept is hinted to in the Hebrew word פנים which means both “face” and “inside / essence.” Burkas 
do not reveal a woman’s face, and thus would make it difficult to connect to a woman’s spiritual essence. 
In fact, women are even encouraged to dress beautifully and modestly (NOT in burkas), and were praised 
for beautifying themselves for their husbands when they were enslaved in Egypt.]

Thirdly, it goes without saying that the laws of Yichud (not being alone with members of the opposite 
gender) are also an outgrowth of this very same mission: Stay focused on your spouse with whom you 
are pursuing your sanctified mission of raising good Jewish children, and do not get distracted by other 
women.

As far as feeling “free” under these laws, the simple understanding is that when we lose our addiction to 
the opposite gender and elevate ourselves to live on a plain higher than that of an animal, we become free 
(although of course it is hard work) to reach much higher levels of mission and purpose in our lives, like 
raising children and showing them each day what an elevated lifestyle looks like!

⊲ Read Chapter 3 of “The Thinking Jewish Teenager’s Guide to Life” by Rabbi Akiva Tatz. Rabbi Tatz 
cleverly describes much more than we have said here and he adds this beautiful analogy: A Mother 
encourages her child to eat his bread by putting honey or jelly on the bread. The child licks off the jelly and 
tosses the healthy bread. The Creator has sweetened the sexual activity for us in order to encourage us to 
achieve this holy mission of raising the next generation of Jewish children - the mission is like the bread, 
and yet so many child-like humans simply toss the mission (the “bread”) and go for the sweets...

⊲ Read a book called “Outside Inside” by Gila Manolson, which brilliantly explains the rationale behind 
all of the Jewish laws of modesty. See especially the chapters called “The Feminine Connection” and “The 
Transformation.” Here is one fascinating concept that she explains: Most males who look at a woman 
dressed provocatively will only notice her body, and not notice any of the meaningful things about her. If 
she wants men to really know who she is, she would actually have to cover up her body more, so they could 
focus on what she is saying instead of what she looks like! If these kinds of thoughts are refreshing to you 
and you would like to follow up on this, then you really need to get this book!

Suggestions for Further ReadingWHAT NEXT?


